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the original screenplay for the first film was based on the g1 continuity, but it switched to the revised
version of the t1 continuity following issues of fan dissatisfaction with its portrayal of optimus prime
in the g1 series, as well as complaints from the show's voice actors. there was even some discontent

with the way the t. rex had been portrayed in the film, with director michael bay asserting that he
had made a dinosaur in a jungle in the film to show the difference between what an alien would look
like in space and a dinosaur in a jungle, and the recycled diorama from the g1-era toyline would not

meet hasbro's creative standards. making a direct sequel to a popular film, especially one that is
carried by strong marketing and production deals such as transformers, is a high risk business.

however, since paramount had faith in the blockbuster potential of transformers, they decided to
take the franchise further. most of the screenwriters for the second film had only seen the first film
once when writing the script, and a big portion of the new screenplay was written while the first film

was in post-production. the writers also had to work around the fact that characters from the first
movie could not interact with characters from the second movie for legal reasons. the entire creative

team, headed by director michael bay, was set up the year before shooting was to begin. bay's
background in action films allowed him to push the boundaries on the mechanical action aspects of
transformers. he also wanted to introduce an element of suspense, and refused to fully explain the
meaning of the central metaphor of "the allspark" and the matrix of leadership which sam uses to

enter the mind of the fallen prime. bay says that when he pitched the new idea to the studio,
spielberg and co-producer frank marshall immediately liked the idea.
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on may 29, 2009, the theatrical trailer for transformers: revenge of the fallen was leaked, showing
the first on-screen glimpse of humans: humans in androids. on october 10, 2009, revenge was

nominated for five golden raspberry awards, losing to the comedy the hangover. [28] in december
2009, it was announced that three more sequels were being planned, and that a new cast would join
the cast of transformers in 2010. [59] with the third film, producer lorenzo di bonaventura confirmed
that his company would produce the first three movies, and that paramount pictures would only be
involved in the production of transformers 3. [60] on july 6, 2010, it was announced that paramount
pictures would release the first movie (and therefore not the third) on november 23, 2010. this had

reportedly been a difficult decision, made easier by the overall success of transformers and the
benefits of remaining on the same release date as the previous film. [61] (many transformers fans
consider it to be the perfect movie, as the story reaches its climax while not being overstuffed with
pointless action. they claim that the final confrontation could have been delayed even further, but

was meant to be filmed on a more leisurely schedule, while still maintaining the pace of the original
film. [62] as such, the final battle was primarily meant to provide closure, while also providing a

conclusion to the story, [63] or, at the very least, still allow another sequel to be made in the future.)
[64] 5ec8ef588b
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